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Thank you for coming tonight.  First, to my students.  Every morning I wake 

amidst dream to find myself cast forward, like a bead of saltwater thrown forth by a 

massive and powerful wave over the shoals a few jagged texts.  Every day, I read anew 

through the eyes that you give me, and my old tomes become more youthful, vibrant, 

brooding, irreverent, unyielding, and revolutionary every year – reborn, then, in the plight 

and playfulness of your passions. To true colleagues, I admire and adore each and every 

one you. I love hearing your voices, laughter, laments, and resonate insights: they sound 

like solidarity.  Working and playing with you all has been a joy and undeserved honor; I 

am deeply, deeply grateful.  For those who are finally significant, there are no words and 

reasons, for language and thought are rooted in silence. 

I came into my First Year Seminar this fall, took a seat at the seminar table, 

looked around, and sensed that something was wrong.  Samantha smiled wryly, drew my 

eyes, paused, and hesitated, as if to muster a shared interrogative mood, to mobilize a 

playful malice, and said: “Sooo: heard ya’ won an award for teachin’.”  Silence fell, 

mouths curved upward, moons levitating toward indirect illumination, and I knew that 

something was terribly, terribly, wrong.  Bavin’s nodding gaze was clearly mischievous: 

“Very good my man, very good,” he seemed to say, “I’ll give you a 10 out of 10, and, 

need I mention, you have nowhere to go but down boy!”  A sharp and singular movement 

spirited across this assembled gaze, a new hearing to which I was now summoned, 

Michelle seemed to say, “Hit me with your best shot; fire away,” while a paneled gaze of 

athletes seems to playfully provoke: “What’s your move, gray hair.” Eve dropped her 
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eyes, though she smiled at the sport.  At that precise moment, I cursed the Lucasse 

selection committee, for they robbed me of my prized entry into a classroom: begin as a 

fool; there’s nowhere to go but up. 

 Despite the burden of expectation, that class differed from no other that I teach: I 

taught to the occasion.  We were reading Lacan and Zizek, so we discussed the way in 

which reality is always “symbolically framed”: a thing only exists, as Zizek quips, “at a 

minimal distance from itself” – in other words, a framed space, at one extreme, and an 

approximating entity, at the other.  After receiving notoriety, the filmmaker Bergman 

became Bergman; he then began imitating Bergman.  Glimpsing that hall of mirror, I 

pined for my old invisibility.  Well, I didn’t get invisibility back, but I did get my old 

start: they left that day, again wondering whether I had turrets’ syndrome.  

A stupid advertising campaign from the 60s captures something essential about 

how I understand philosophy: Madge, a gregarious manicurist trims the cuticle of her 

client’s right hand while the left remains soaking in a blue liquid.  The client complains 

bitterly that her dishwashing soap dries out and irritates her skin.  Madge glibly suggests 

Palmolive Dishwashing Soap, so gentle and restorative, in fact, that the client is “soaking 

in it.”  Horrified, the client’s jerks her hand out of the blue medium.  With Madge, I want 

to say, “philosophy; your soaking in it.”  Hegel conveys the same message differently: 

“Only the spear that smote you can heal your wound.”  Human life begins by being 

wounded, opened up to fundamental questions, and our lives consist in decisions and 

conclusions that we first recognize when they fail, leaving us destitute.  Healing consists 

in painfully molting the desiccated armature of unlivable conclusions and decisions, 

coming to rest, not in a particular decision, but instead in decisively living out the 
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movement of thought: “Absolute rest in motion,” as Hegel puts it.  The point is also 

available in a delightful scene from Pirates of the Carribean.  Elizabeth Turner, the brave 

heroine captured by Captain Barbosa’s mutinous pirates, listens to Barbosa’s story about 

being “men cursed by the Aztec gods,” to which she haughtily rebuffs: “I hardly believe 

in ghost stories any more.”  At this point, Barbosa, steps into the moon’s light, reveals his 

real condition as living-dead, and shoots back, “Best start believing in ghost stories Miss 

Turner; you’re in one.”  Elizabeth has, in fact, called upon these mutinous forces herself 

because she faces an unwanted marriage and is haunted by the fantasy of loving a young 

Will Turner.  She is literally living a ghost story then, possessed by a love that darkens, 

disfigures, and ultimately abjures present prospects.  Are we not all living our storylines, 

not “fantasies,” then, but our imagined realities, envisioned futures, and re-covered 

pasts?  With Gary Gregg, I want to say, “Best start believin’ in storied lives mate; You’re 

in one.”   

Heidegger, who never misses an opportunity to forego levity, claims that 

philosophy “is nothing other than the radicalization of an essential tendency-of-being, 

which belongs to Dasein itself – the pre-ontological understanding of Being.”  Like 

Hegel, Heidegger believes that human life just is an open question: “Dasein is that being 

whose very being is an issue for it.”  In claiming that “Dasein is its world existingly,” 

Heidegger shares Hegel’s view that we’re open questions, provisionally concluded.  

Simply put, we begin each days with “a sense of an ending.”  Nietzsche, who never 

misses an opportunity to offend, claims that “We, we men of knowledge, are ignorant of 

ourselves, and for good reason,” which Natalie Merchant summarizes as, “Philosophy, . . 

. . is a smile on a dog.”  Hegel is even more succinct: our lives are unknown because 
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familiar (“unerkannt weil sie bekannt sind”).  Philosophy appears exotic because, well, 

we’re both immersed in and yet estranged from our essential openness to the question of 

what type of beings we are.  When colleagues and students lampoon philosophy – it’s a 

fine pass time, to be sure – my sole question is whether they are as good as Nietzsche is – 

whether the laughter is defensive, nervous, skittish or, in contrast, an Olympian roar, 

which feels good because it hurts all the way down.  Thinking about such issues is neither 

an elective enterprise nor optional subject matter.  With Barbosa I want to say, “Best start 

believin’ in philosophical questions; you’re in one.”  

The point here is this: philosophy raises elemental questions about knowledge, 

perception, desire, language, body, society, self, world, health, death, suffering, joy, and 

so on.  We are subjected to such matters because they are inalienable dimensions of life. 

Each one of these subject matters first appears as a way in which the world matters to us, 

a way in which we are open to, or wounded by, the world.  Take each one of these nouns 

– “body,” “language,” “time,” “desire” – and transform each into its proper human 

element as an adverb of existence, as a way of being open, exposed, and alive to the 

world: we bodily, linguistically, erotically hold ourselves open to the world.  Philosophy 

invites us to reopen our provisional conclusions about movement and place, language and 

life, time and self, pleasure and others, not to find the answer but, instead, to reject 

conclusions that mortify.  Are we not provisional conclusions about all such matters, a 

more or less decisive openness upon or occlusion of life?  The decisions that frame our 

lives, do they not often desiccate, chafe, irritate, and annoy, proving to be “conclusion of 

thought,” – not, then, reasoned inferences but, instead, the cessation of thinking?  Further 

still, are not such “decisions” often made for us, more like in-cisions, cuts, barcodes, and 
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mechanically repeated pin pricks that inscribe, in black letter, destinies we do not 

recognize, laws we can’t survive, desires that dissatisfy?  In Pirates, Captain Barbosa 

explains his accursed desire as follows: “the drink would not satisfy, food turned to ash in 

our mouths, and all the pleasurable company in the world could not slake our lust. We are 

cursed men. We are not among the living, and so we cannot die, but neither are we dead. 

For too long I’ve been parched with thirst and unable to quench it. Too long I’ve been 

starving to death and haven’t died. I feel nothing, not the wind on my face nor the spray 

of the sea, nor the warmth of a woman’s flesh.”  In Eros and Civilization, Marcuse 

analyzes consumer culture as just this curse.  So, I ask: are we not all a little cursed, 

traumatized, and disoriented?  Are we not soaking in an irritant?  

I am often reminded, sometimes rebuked, for not understanding “where our 

students are in their development,” various developmental models are trotted out, and I 

am told that philosophy is theoretical, metatheoretical, so high level and abstract in fact 

that it belongs in their senior year, when our students first are “cognitively equipped” for 

the exercise. If you have followed what I have said, then you know I take such models 

with a grain of salt.  I want to ask, do our students not speak, move, believe, desire, feel, 

judge morally, see aesthetically, recoil from meanness, draw close to laughter?  They are 

already relatively competent language users, epistemic agents, desiring bodies, 

moralizers, and art-lovers, and why not begin where they are, allowing them to 

experience the local as distant, the ordinary as exotic, the familiar as unknown, their 

lives, then, as open text, so that traveling abroad becomes the only way home.  My 

second argument presses further: my students often scratch, claw, and dig at foreign 

bodies hosted uninvited beneath their skin.  I sometimes give them Nietzsche’s hammer, 
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tell them it will hurt, promise them, however, that they will feel the wind and spray on 

their face, perhaps the warmth of flesh.  I am a real doctor; I only accept the uninsured. 

In the Crisis of European Sciences, Husserl introduces the notion of the lifeworld, 

our ordinary, taken-for-granted, practical, pre-theoretical, and largely implicit 

understanding of mundane reality, and he demonstrates that this pre-propositional know-

how or familiarity with the mundane is the soil out of which all of the specialized 

scientific viewpoints arise.  Currently, we speak of “folk-psychology,” “folk-biology,” 

“folk-physics,” etc. in oblique reference to what Husserl described as “the vast and 

uncharted continent of unexplored intentionality.”  We therein wholly miss his central 

point: namely, that our everyday “lifeworld” understanding is not a theory but a practical 

competency, that this understanding abides different theoretical regimes, and that it bears 

a complex dialectical relation with the specialized attitudes and viewpoints of 

disciplinary research.  Philosophy examines the intricate intertwining of theoretical 

articulations and practical existence, and critical theory begins here: the threshold at 

which we embody the subject matter, the pivot point at which imagination becomes 

material, the hinge where perception and propositional collide.  Others call this threshold 

“wild being,” “thinking,” “secular transcendence,” “the birth of meaning,” “the 

Bacchanial whirl in which no member is not drunk,” “subjective destitution,” “aesthetic 

freedom,” “the Angel of History,” “Differanace,” “the communicative fluidification of 

perception,” and, my favorite, “the sparks of transcendence.”  When Fodor coined the 

phrases, “the cognitive penetrability” and “cognitive impenetrability of perception,” I 

didn’t know whether he was getting too much or too little sex, but I knew that he too 

sought this dialectic of theoretical articulation and perceptual disclosure.  Fodor’s 
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machismo metaphor aside, I want to suggest that thinking this ebb and flow of word and 

image – philosophy – is deeply erotic, wildly hermaphroditic, and only for the uninsured.  

In wonderful moments, word and image tangle, twist, braid, bend, arch, and constrict in a 

singular palpation of mutual insemination, giving us new semantics resources and 

perceptual landscapes – our world, then, in a different register and hue.  Philosophy is not 

abstract but, instead, abstraction and inherence at once, the ebb and flow of human 

existence and mundane presence, where word and image reweave their fabrication of 

world, the stabilization of what counts as reality.  Those who can’t see how form matters, 

how words revise and images rearticulate, suffer, not from illusion, but from denial.   

Let me be more precise and offer an example.  My Philosophy of Language class 

moves through traditional semantic and pragmatic theory, up to issues of identity 

formation, social power, and political geography.  Like all my courses, it’s critical theory 

because I demonstrate why it matters, how they are already implicated, how theory is not 

something one uses as a tool, but the opening of one’s eyes.  Speech act theory is a 

reconstructive science: it makes explicit the constitutive rules and practices that we 

master in order to understand and generate assertions, commands, promises, declaratives, 

etc.  So, I tell my students that they embody – that they are – the very subject matter they 

study.  They already know, in their practical competence, the very matter we will 

explicate in – I grant you – hideous and barbaric technical terms.  They are impeccable 

language users, so they find exotic terms for mundane matters, foreign sounds for 

familiar strains, and strange graphs for native terrain.   My point, playfully put, is this: do 

any of you really know the back of you hand?  So, the end of such exploring returns 

students to where they started, not to “know the place for the first time," as Elliot would 
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have it, but to finally question it, to ask whether there ever was such a home.  If you can’t 

find the other in the same, the stranger in yourself, difference within identity, the blind 

spot at the center of vision, then why waste airline fare for supersonic narcissism.  My 

students know, for instance, “the thesis of semantic under-determination of propostional 

content” when, in reading Twelfth Night, they sense the Fool’s playfulness when we 

states, “a sentence is but a chev’ril glove to a good wit.  How quickly the wrong side may 

be turned outward.”  More importantly, however, they know that language and social 

power hang together, because they have experienced the closed airspace of a family 

dinner discussion, the silence of a classroom, the unexamined in a courtroom, the bad air 

amidst believers, the sadism of high school cliques, the bullshit of a salesroom, or the 

cynical contrivance of staged deliberations.  I want to go further.  Students come to 

philosophy out of deep need: they hunger for words to describe their wounds, for terms to 

analyze the manipulation to which they have been subject, and, in general, for theories to 

repossess what they already own, for better or worse. 

In Contemporary Continental Philosophy, we study the body as intertwined with 

social spaces.  The needs of women, gay, lesbian, and other minority students are 

particularly poignant here, because they know so well the occlusions, contortions, 

quicksands, traps, tunnels, monoliths, and mines of misogynist-cum-homophobic 

geography.  As a white male teacher amidst the massive substantiality and invisibility of 

privilege, I need them desperately: they know in fear and pain every syllable and 

inference of my lesson plan.  I give them dry terms; they moisten them with tears, ignite 

them incandescent with rage, and breath out their depth beyond the sounding of my 

experience.  I beg you to consider the theory I offer them as little more than a map 
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scribbled upon a napkin, one they pocket to concentrate better on their dangerous 

navigation from one safe place to another.  They already know the terrain, and my 

markers are crude but reliable.  They already know that the body is neither tool nor 

transparency, neither matter or mind, neither causality nor consciousness, but, instead, 

sensible and sentient at once, a palpation of existence, a contraction of desire, the cry of 

occasion, or, simply put, openness to the world.  What is this openness?  It is neither a 

thing in the world nor a pure consciousness before whom all is surveyed, as a King eyes 

his estate. Each and every modulation of our existence, whether speech or movement, is 

an index, a dimension, a trajectory, a modality of the world’s presence to us.  We are this 

correspondence, adverbs of places and times, ways in which the world shows itself, or 

“rays of the world,” as Merleau-Ponty puts it.  Paul and Ann and Binny know this 

correspondence between existence and presence: life is adaption, the calibration of 

environment and environing, each a sounding or reciprocity of the other.  The integrity 

of the organism and stability of the environment are two side of the same unfolding 

called “natural history.”  Except – and this will break your heart – in the social 

environment, predation cancers from within, mars and mangles the body’s image felt in 

the first person, demands that one die before attacked, and, in all this, cynically presumes 

the neutrality of space.  My students desperately need a few public notations, a peg upon 

which to dismantle their grief, a rack on which to hang out raw perceptions to dry and 

cure into academic insight, and there is nothing, nothing, abstract about any of it.  Each 

basic element of human existence – language, logic, life, labor, perception, knowledge, 

art, desire, ethics – each of these is both a way in which the world is present to us, at one 

polarity, and we existent in it, at the other.  They are at once indexes of existence and 
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modulations of world, our hold upon the world and its hold upon us, a contraction of 

living body and social contract of space, which is so sharply administered.  Those 

dominated by social exclusion know the contractions of social space as the occlusion of 

body.  My teaching is at a best welcome redundancy. 

In 19th-Century Philosophy, students confront the most repugnant and revolting 

phrases ever belched on a well-fed continent: Kant’s “the transcendental deduction of the 

pure concepts of the understanding,” Hegel’s “the self-unfolding of the concept,” and 

Kierkegaard’s “teleological suspension of the ethical.”  My students are, however, 

already the products of this tradition, so their education here is a matter of catching up to 

themselves, excavating their own site.  The course is about freedom.  Yes, of course, I 

claim that they are subject to this matter.  It is not elective: freedom has us.  If we scratch 

the surface of their self-understanding, they confidently mouth Hume’s empiricist model 

of freedom: we are free when we use our intelligence to find the most efficient means to 

our desired ends.  They like the taste of Hume’s phrase: “Reason is, and ought only to be, 

the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey 

them.”  Like gum, however, a few chews is generally enough: they think about 

compulsions, addictions, and obsessions, and therein re-discover Kant’s notion of 

autonomy or self-legislation – I am subject to only those laws for which I could consider 

myself the author.  They have experienced this deeper strain and pull of agency.  Not 

Hume’s freedom to act on given or pre-programmed desires but, instead, freedom from 

anything prescribed, whether desires or obligations.  They then read Schiller’s The 

Aesthetic Education of Humans and watch American Beauty, knowing full well before 

either text or film, that “freedom to” is savagery just as “freedom from” is barbarity.  
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They also know that freedom is, as Hegel puts it, “absolute self-negating negativity,” the 

“self-unfolding of the concept” because they too have buried a way of living, felt raw and 

exposed to a world now stripped of pretension.  They know Kierkegaard, Marx, and 

Nietzsche as well.  They hunger for words to describe what they have seen, felt, and 

sensed, however vaguely. 

The course is about what it means to “live my own life,” to legislate or authorize 

my hold upon the world and its hold upon me.  The course structures reflection about 

education!  What happens in our discussions becomes emphatically self-referential: it 

becomes robustly earthy, indexical, and reflexive – what am I doing with you, gray hair, 

right here and now, in just this space – and, at the same time, robustly horizonal, 

descriptive, and reflective – what are our general categories of analysis and shared 

diagnostic terms.  I teach the radical self-referentiality of learning: What is authority? In 

19th-Century, students confront the paradox of authority: another can have authority only 

if she refuses it!  She either wrongly assumes the position of authority because I reject her 

claim as false, or she rightly assumes it because I endorse her claims as true.  In the first 

case, she is a false authority; in the second, she is redundant, since I independently 

authorize the claim.  Outside authority is either false or redundant.  In this regard, when 

my colleagues insist on calling our students “kids,”  I sense aggression, the smell of bad 

air.  Like all things planted, semantic insemination reaps what it sows. 

I made solemn vows in graduate school: never lecture from notes, never use 

survey primers, never give memory exams, never dismiss questions, never presume the 

validity of my subject matter, and never refrain from speaking in the first person.  In the 

film Waterland, Tom Crick, a high school history professor, faces what we might call a 
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“behavior problem,” a student, who belongs to the Apocalypse Club, who asks, “What’s 

the fuckin’ point?” after a lecture on the French revolution.  The student’s name is Price.  

He likes mathematics – to count, compute, derive, and interpolate quantities – but he 

doesn’t know what counts, what counts qualitatively.  What’s the point of history, he 

admonishes, amidst cold war nuclear devastation?  I like Price’s question, not because I 

have an answer, but because he demands a response, speaks out of need, risks breaking 

rules, refuses to play dead in the classroom, and, as Emerson puts it, “insists upon 

himself.”  Price acts apocalyptically, polite though he is, and therein makes the question 

of history critical.  Waterland is a complex exploration of how the universal – what 

anyone should know – and particular – why does it matter to me – intertwine necessarily 

in this classroom. Crick knows why history matters, and he tells his story to explain why, 

though the price of such aberrant pedagogy, coupled with budget cuts, is his job. 

What defines K is its unique containment of that spark between general subject 

matter, at one pole, and unique existence, at the other – between, then, principle and 

person, abiding subject matter and singular style in which that subject matters for one of 

us.  Of course, I share nothing “personal” with my students; the teaching proscenium is 

professional, impersonal, and distanced, not unlike the analytic session, but there is 

something demonstrative nonetheless, something shown or exemplified, if only that a 

discipline lives and breaths only in the one for whom it matters.  A subject matter is 

demonstrably alive only if a teacher puts her life into play with it.   The German term for 

example is “Beispiel,” a playing alongside.  I ask students to provide their own examples, 

so that general terms like transcendence or the transcendental unity of apperception, 

technically defined, catch breath, like a newborn’s first gasp of air, only when they open 
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their lives to new scrutiny, when they heave breath and life into arrested word, and, in 

this resurrecting palpation across time, become themselves question worthy.  Fish’s 

postmodern question, “Is there a Text in this Classroom,” remains secondary to the 

primary question: “Is anyone reading, resuscitating dead letter, holding open the acoustic 

space of a new audition, and therein fighting oblivion, redeeming, as Benjamin insists, 

futures past. 

 No, I am neither hermeneuticist nor deconstructionist: I am neither naïve about 

the possibilities of mutual understanding nor cynical about permanent misunderstanding 

and power disparity.  In reading with my students, I seek neither the resurrection of the 

past nor the epiphany of a new future.  Instead, I want to stand in place with them, to cut 

open a space between the legacy of the past and the openness of the future, to wound 

them with sharp words, if only to make them sentient of their uncharted estate of 

literature, philosophy, and fine art.  Without this cut, this incision, this de-cision to play 

alongside texts, without this commitment to read life as text and text as life, the event of 

education emerges as a hideous, stillborn monstrosity.  I invite them to come into their 

own estate, not to do anything different but, instead, to do what they must, differently. 

Think about what a strange and wonderful thing a word is.  The first thing that we 

put into the mouths of babes are words; food follows to reward the cry of need, the 

expression of desire, and the articulation of self. So, our students are always already 

wounded or held open by words, divided from themselves with no way to return home 

except through an exodus in language.  They are indeed flesh and bone but always 

already exposed to and infected by words or, as Dennett puts it, “linguistic viruses.”  We 

ask students to breath more deeply and methodically, to evacuate words, to open the 
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space within a word so that it becomes its own auditorium, its own echoes, so that the 

center of speech does not hold but differentiates, “others,” “outs,” and inverts itself.  

Dennett rightly describes where many of our students begin – namely, as spoken by 

language, as bio-mechanical reproductions of syntactic structures – but he misses what 

we ask them to do: we ask them to make sense of their words as ways of being in the 

world.  We ask them to read personally.  Whoever says, “Sticks and stone may break my 

bone but words will never hurt me,” is in excruciating pain.  Arm, leg, thigh, hip, 

shoulder, abs, ears, nose, eyes, chin, brows – what are all these but carnal inscriptions, 

things that first matter to us because cited, encoded, infracted, in- and pro-scribed, so that 

our very bodies become so many trajectories, routes, and affordances in our social 

environment, but only under a symbolic administrative regime.  Our students flow into 

our classrooms as a more or less stable stream of existential energies contaminated by 

toxic semantic compounds, and they desperately need words, theories, tonics, and 

solvents to break apart such compounds, and they need to feel solidarity in reclaiming 

their lives with others – they need to feel the wind and spray on their faces.  We remind 

students to re-member themselves, to take themselves seriously enough to become that 

through which a field of knowledge is given more than a still birth, and this lesson cannot 

be taught but only shown, and shown literally “in person.”  So, I vowed the following: 

always reread texts before class, always use original texts, always call students by name, 

always address them in the first person, always sound out the gravity of their questions 

and the sharp humor of their observations, always read the texts through their eyes, and – 

the cardinal rule – always converse with them as virtual colleagues.  
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In Bladerunner, Roy Batty, a replicant, a cyborg, hunts down the scientist who 

engineered his eyes, an old man who says, “I made you’ eyes; I gave you you’ eyes.”  

Before killing him, Roy says, “If only you could see, what I have seen, with your eyes.”  

Philosophical texts give students eyes, and I strain to hear Roy’s confident self-

articulation in discussions with this new generation, knowing that the only true menace to 

authority is dogmatism or skepticism. In Escrit, Lacan writes, “The subject begins 

analysis by speaking about himself without speaking to you, or by speaking to you 

without speaking about himself.  When he can speak to you about himself, the analysis 

will be over.”  I want to borrow Lacan’s formulation to capture something I think we all 

know about teaching: “The student begins academics by speaking about herself without 

addressing authority, or addressing authority without speaking about herself, when she 

can speak authoritatively about herself to any presumed authority, then, and only then, 

has a fellowship in learning convened.” 

Teaching aims at the virtual symmetry of teacher and student, something invoked, 

like a mood, something that withdraws before demands, as does love.  As teachers our 

power lies in recognizing our ultimate powerlessness to change our students: the change 

we seek is their finally beginning, their initial conclusion of authority, their becoming 

response-able, their rejecting outright any claim to another’s authority.  We know more 

than they, but our aim is qualitative: in accelerating their progress through the field, we 

invite them to grasp more radically, powerfully, and passionately the estates of 

knowledge we bequeath them. 

I  ask you, as my opening farewell: Are we not the very matters we teach: social, 

psychological, economic, political, biological, mathematical, historical, literary, 
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theatrical, and chemical.  Where does philosophy belong here?  Not alongside and hence 

outside but, instead, within each of these, as the powerful contraction of reflexively re-

authorizing basic concepts, modes of perception, and living practices – a new social 

contract of the learning community.  Philosophy plays a special role in the liberal arts.  It 

emerges at the heart of all disciplines when they raise fundamental, revolutionary 

questions, and it emerges among disciplines when they cooperatively manage their 

unique way of exploring our common, prismatic world.  The Philosophy curriculum at K 

– the study of language, law, literature, logic, art, ethics, ecology, mind, healthcare, social 

justice, social science, natural science – this program remains the most intensive critically 

oriented interdisciplinary major on campus, and it does its own history: Ancient, Early 

Modern, 18th-Century, 19th-Century, Existentialism, Critical Social Theory, and 

Postmodern Critical Theory.  This evening, I beg you, don’t recognize the messenger, a 

cheaply indentured servant in today’s market.  I beg you to recognize and support K’s 

Philosophy curriculum as essential to our shared vision of the liberal arts, particularly as 

it proclaims itself an emerging center for social justice. 

 


